The possible time variation of dimensionless fundamental constants of nature, such as the fine-structure constant α, is a legitimate subject of physical enquiry. By contrast, the time variation of dimensional constants, such ash, c, G, e, k. . . , which are merely human constructs whose number and values differ from one choice of units to the next, has no operational meaning. To illustrate this, we refute a recent claim that black holes can discriminate between two contending theories of varying α, one with varying c and the other with varying e.
Black holes and varying constants
The claim [1] that the fine-structure constant, α-the measure of the strength of the electromagnetic interaction between photons and electrons-is slowly increasing over cosmological time scales has refuelled an old debate about varying fundamental constants of nature. In our opinion [2] , however, this debate has been marred by a failure to distinguish between dimensionless constants such as α, which may indeed be fundamental, and dimensional constants such as the speed of light c, the charge on the electron e, Planck's constanth, Newton's constant G, Boltzmann's constant k etc, which are merely human constructs whose number and values differ from one choice of units to the next and which have no intrinsic physical significance. An example of this confusion is provided by a recent paper [3] , where it is claimed that "As α = e 2 /hc, this would call into question which of these fundamental quantities are truly constant". By consideration of black hole thermodynamics, the authors conclude that theories with decreasing c are different from (and may be be favored over) those with increasing e. Here we argue that this claim is meaningless, and we replace it by a meaningful one involving just dimensionless parameters.
Any theory of gravitation and elementary particles is characterized by a set of dimensionless parameters such as coupling constants α i (of which the fine-structure constant is an example), mixing angles θ i and mass ratios β i . To be concrete, we may take β i to be the number of times that the i'th particle is heavier than a neutral black hole whose Compton wavelength equals its Schwarzschild radius 2 . The Standard Model has 19 such parameters, but it is hoped that some future unified theory might reduce this number. By contrast, the number and values of dimensional constants, such ash, c, G, e, k etc, are quite arbitrary human conventions. Their job is merely to convert from one system of units to another. Moreover, the more units you introduce, the more such conversion factors you need [2] . Indeed, the simplest choice is to seth = c = G = k = . . . = 1 and forget about them. In these units e 2 = α is dimensionless. But choosing to attribute a change in α to a change in e, rather than c orh is entirely a matter of convention with no unit-independent meaning. So, in general, while asking about possible time variation of the dimensionless parameters is operationally meaningful [2] , asking about time variation of dimensional ones is not.
The authors of [3] point out that the entropy S of a non-rotating black hole with charge Q and mass M is given by
They note that decreasing c increases S but increasing e, and hence Q, decreases S. It is then claimed, erroneously in our view, that black holes can discriminate between two contending theories of varying α, one with varying c and the other with varying e. In fact there are two dimensionless parameters in this set-up: the fine-structure constant α and the mass ratio β which is the number of times that the black hole is heavier than a neutral black hole whose Compton wavelength equals its Schwarzschild radius. (β will in turn depend on the fundamental mass ratios β i of the particles that go to make up the black hole, but the details need not concern us here.) Shorn of all its irrelevant unit dependence, therefore, the entropy is given by
where we have used the fact that the charge is quantized in units of e, namely Q = ne with n an integer. The correct conclusion, therefore, is that such black holes can discriminate between contending theories with different variations of β i and α. So although we disagree with the conclusions of the paper [3] , we nevertheless believe that it contains the germ of a good idea. We should mention, though, that in our view the only sensible context in which to discuss time varying constants of nature is in theories where they are given by vacuum-expectation values of scalar fields.
In summary, it is operationally meaningless and confusing to talk about time variation of arbitrary unit-dependent constants whose only role is to act as conversion factors. For example, aside from saying that c is finite, the statement that c = 3 × 10 8 m/s, has no more content than saying how we convert from one human construct (the meter) to another (the second). Asking whether c has varied over cosmic history, a question unfortunately appearing on the front page of the New York Times [4] and on CNN [5], is like asking whether the number of liters to the gallon has varied.
